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Abstract. One of the tasks in the EU IST int.eu.grid project is to
create a pilot application which exploits Grid computational resources,
based on the HEP application coming from the ATLAS project. When
bringing the HEP application to the Grid, one of the problems is how
to distribute the computations in an effective way to make the most
of available Grid resources. Some support from monitoring is needed to
assist in an optimal computation distribution. The HEP application is
supported with monitoring information coming from two systems: JIMS
and OCM-G. In this paper we present the issues of providing data for
Real Time Dispatcher, based on the functionality of the two monitoring
systems systems coupled into a single infrastructure. It is aimed to sup-
port fulfilling the real-time requirements posed by the HEP application.

Keywords: grid, monitoring, HEP, LHC, application optimization,
MBeans.

1 Introduction

The objective of the EU IST Interactive European Grid (int.eu.grid) project [1]
is to deploy an advanced Grid empowered infrastructure in the European Re-
search Area (ERA). Within the project, research on its pilot application from the
domain of High Energy Physics (HEP application) [4] is aimed at using the in-
teractive grid environment to support processing of data coming from the biggest
particle accelerator - the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The current architecture
of the High-Level Trigger (HLT), part of this system, requires building a mas-
sive computer farm of order of 1000s processors employed just for the selection
of the most interesting collisions; it heavily involves the network infrastructure.
So far in the local processing model exploited in the ATLAS TDAQ system,
the data on the events were transferred for pre-processing to local computing
farms. The idea behind the HEP application gridification is to delegate part of
pre-processing tasks to computer resources available on the Grid.
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The High Energy Physics application (HEP) poses hard challenges related to
the Grid environment, specifically, in case of LHC experiments, their require-
ments go far beyond the ones typically involving storage and computational is-
sues. The main task of the ATLAS TDAQ system is to select interesting events
out of 1 Giga interactions per second generated in collisions at the LHC acceler-
ator and record them on permanent storage with frequency of O(300 Hz). The
system is based on two levels of online selection algorithms. The TDAQ system
is logically divided into a fast First Level Trigger (L1), and High Level Trigger
system (L2) which involves the next two selection stages. The First Level Trigger
(L1) provides an initial reduction of the LHC’s 40 MHz nominal bunch crossing
rate to 75 kHz. Given a mean ATLAS event size of 1.6 Mbyte, this corresponds
to a throughput of ca. 120 GB/s. The first stage of L2 reduces the event rate
further to 3.5 kHz, which corresponds to a total throughput of about 6 GByte/s
out of the event building system. The data fragments of events accepted by the
first stage of L2 algorithms are collected by the event building nodes (SFIs) (see
Fig. 1) from detector buffers. The resulting complete event fragments are then
sent to the Event Filter Processors (EFPs) (see Fig. 1) for the last selection
stage (i.e. the second stage of L2).

To enable the filtering of events during the second stage of L2, a need of 1600
EFP nodes (dual-CPU machines) is foreseen. To meet this challenge, it is proposed
to extend the EFP system by the possibilities of a Grid infrastructure to allocate
necessary processing power with fast access to get the data processed in realtime
(O( 1s)). A non-timely response to an event leads to the irreversible loss of the
data coming from the real LHC experiment. Taking into account that submission
of jobs to the Grid may take quite an amount of time, the use of the pilot jobs idea
[2,3] is a proper solution. Just before the experiment starts, jobs are submitted to
the Grid. These jobs allocate resources and establish a communication channel.
They start waiting for tasks obtained from the experiment.

To use this idea, some middleware support for the HEP application is needed.
The Real-Time Dispatcher (RTD) is a software solution dedicated to facilitate
the delegation of computations to the Grid infrastructure. It coordinates the dis-
tribution of data obtained from the ATLAS TDAQ system to remote processing
tasks (PT). A remote processing task is a grid job which is submitted in advance
to wait for data to work on. The data is sent by a proxy processing task (proxy
PT) which is running on local resources in CERN. The proxy PT is behaving
in the same manner like an ordinary local processing task with the exception
of delegating an actual computation to a remote PT. When remote PTs obtain
the data from the proxy they perform the computations and return the result
which is further used by the ATLAS TDAQ system to judge whether this data
could describe some interesting collisions from the scientific viewpoint. On hav-
ing returned a result the remote PT is ready for getting the next data to process.
So the main RTD’s purpose is to bind the proxy and a remote PT. When the
proxy PT starts, it requests a remote PT to be assigned. As RTD has a pool
of remote PTs, it must decide which one will be connected with the requesting
proxy PT. The selected remote PT should process the coming events’ data at
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Fig. 1. The idea of HEP application

the fastest rate. Thus to make proper decisions, the RTD needs to be provided
with needed information by a monitoring facility. For this goal we exploited two
monitoring facilities, one for obtaining data on network load, while for better
performance and less resource usage (mainly, main memory) we decided to use
another lightweight monitoring facility which provides fast access to the data
regarding the processing performance of the nodes where remote PTs run.

Fig. 1 presents a general concept of the HEP application. One can see how the
local processing (on CERN PT Farm) is augmented by the use of Grid resources
(based on the int.eu.grid’s infrastructure) with RTD, proxy, and remote PTs.

In the following sections, we focus on the requirements for the monitoring
support from the HEP application and make a brief overview of the monitoring
systems we used to fulfill these requirements. Then the issues of coupling these
systems are discussed. We will give details of co-operation of these facilities over
the application life-time to match the real-time application requirements. The
last section includes conclusions and future work.

2 Monitoring Requirements for the HEP Application

As mentioned above, RTD needs some monitoring information to choose a re-
mote PT which should process the events’ data at the fastest rate. To make this
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choice, the RTD is to be provided with the information on the network load and
resources usage of the worker nodes where remote PTs are running. Information
on the load of a network link is important to determine whether a given grid site
is able to receive the data fast enough. On the other side, knowing the resource
usage of worker nodes (CPU load and the amount of available memory), we can
distribute computations to less loaded nodes. Making use of this information,
RTD can choose the most appropriate remote PT at the moment. To fulfill the
monitoring requirements from the HEP application we decided to use two mon-
itoring systems: JIMS and OCM-G. These monitoring systems will be described
concisely in the following subsections before we proceed to the discussion on an
integrated monitoring infrastructure for the HEP application.

2.1 JIMS Monitoring Infrastructure

JIMS – the JMX-based Infrastructure Monitoring System [5] is based on the Java
Management Extensions platform (JMX) where monitored resources are repre-
sented as MBeans (Managed Beans), simple Java objects, installed on MBean
Servers. JIMS can automatically adapt itself to operating systems, kernels, and
IP protocols. It provides an auto-configuration facility (cluster and Grid level
auto-configuration) and dynamic deployment of proper monitoring sensors. All
these features make it well suited for Grid environments.

Figure 2 presents the JIMS architecture. It consists of three types of agents.
The role an agent performs depends on the modules where the agent is deployed.
One agent provides the global discovery service which delivers an integration
layer, it finds all running SOAP Gateway agents, thus provides an overall view
of the Grid. The proxy agent, in turn, finds and provides access to all currently
running monitoring agents on a cluster. An ordinary monitoring agent, which
is running on a worker node, provides monitoring information collected by its

Fig. 2. JIMS components
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sensor modules, i.e. MBeans. The figure gives a few examples of the information
the sensors can provide.

2.2 OCM-G Monitoring System

OCM-G – OMIS-Compliant Monitoring system for the Grid [6,7] is a system for
on-line monitoring of interactive Grid applications. It supports parallel/
distributed applications running across multiple sites. Due to the efficient request-
reply mode of operation, OCM-G can underly development-support tools, specifi-
cally, performance analysis tools, like the GPM [8] performance measurement tool.
It provides special support for monitoring applications exploiting message-passing
and other programming paradigms. OCM-G can also provide information on the
nodes where the application processes are running.
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Fig. 3. OCM-G components distributed on the Grid

As shown in Figure 3, the OCM-G system comprises three types of monitor
modules. Main Service Manager (MainSM) is a central component, one per each
user. It is an access point to the system for a user. The location of MainSM is
configurable. Service Managers (SM) are located in each site of the Grid, typi-
cally, on Computing Element machines (CE). Local Monitors (LM) are located
on each Worker Node (WN) where the application processes (AP) under moni-
toring run and they actually perform the monitoring tasks. Application Modules
(AM) are parts of OCM-G that are linked to the application processors.
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2.3 Monitoring Strategy for the HEP Application

As the main monitoring data provider for RTD, the JIMS system has been
chosen. JIMS is meant to be deployed in each site of the Virtual Organization,
intended to support the HEP application (HEP VO). HEP VO is responsible
for providing a necessary environment to run the HEP application on the Grid.
Available grid resources are carefully checked during a certification procedure.
Next, SLA [10] is signed and resources are included into a HEP VO. The HEP
VO is endowed with a portal which simplifies the usage and management of VO.

JIMS will measure the available bandwidth to sites where events’ data are
processed. For this purpose, only one JIMS agent is needed, probably, on a
computing element. In addition to the network load, RTD needs to obtain some
data about worker nodes status: CPU load and memory usage, very frequently
and rapidly. JIMS could provide this information but to do this it should be
installed also on every worker node of HEP VO. To save resources of worker
nodes (mainly, main memory) we decided to take the advantages of the OCM-G
monitoring system, instead. For collecting monitoring information, OCM-G uses
a monitor which is much more lightweight than a JIMS agent as to the memory
required for its operation. Moreover, on a worker node the OCM-G monitor is
started together with an application process, thus, the monitoring system don’t
exploit resources of the worker nodes where the application in not running at
the moment. For this reasons we decided to monitor WNs using OCM-G which
is intended to provide monitoring information to a JIMS agent. Next, RTD will
obtain this information from JIMS. In the next section, we will give some details
of the integration of OCM-G into JIMS .

3 Integration Mechanism

To integrate OCM-G with JIMS we needed to implement a new sensor module
for JIMS. As sensor modules JIMS exploits MBeans. An MBean runs in a JIMS
monitoring agent (MBean server) and provides some monitoring functionality.
Thus, we created an MBean which hides the OCM-G system and provides the
data about nodes’ CPU load and memory usage through its exposed interface.

When loaded and started by a JIMS agent, the MBean spawns OCM-G’s Main
Service Manager process and connects to it. Then the Main Service Manager is
waiting for Local Monitors to connect to (a Local Monitor is actually connected
to Main Service Manager using a Site Service Manager). A Local Monitor is
started whenever a remote PT is launched on a worker node. This is done by
a script which also stops the Local Monitor when the remote PT exits. Local
Monitors find the Main Service Manager’s contact by reading a configuration file
with host and port information. The list of currently monitored worker nodes
can be obtained by reading the NodeList MBean’s attribute. The value of this
attribute is a comma separated list of hosts’ names.

The MBean provides the user with the operations to start (start) and stop
(stop) the underlying OCM-G system (Main Service Manager process). But
these operation are rather not used directly as they are invoked by the MBean
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when JIMS agent starts and stops. For the client, the interesting operations are
those which provide needed monitoring information. At the moment, there are
six operations provided by the MBean. All these operations take a host name
as an argument. The first three ones: getNodeLoadAvg1, getNodeLoadAvg5,
getNodeLoadAvg15 return the load average values for a given worker node (i.e.
the number of jobs in the run queue or waiting for disk I/O averaged, respec-
tively, over 1, 5, and 15 minutes). They are the same as the load average values
returned by uptime and other programs. The next operation, getNodeMemFree,
returns the amount of available host’s main memory. Invoking the last opera-
tion, getNodeSwapFree, we can get the amount of remaining swap space. When
one of the MBean’s operations is called, the MBean constructs a proper request
and submits it to the OCM-G system. When an OCM-G’s reply arrives, it is
processed and returned within an MBean’s operation result.

OCM-G is installed on HEP VO sites as an experiment software [9]. There-
fore, the VO software manager is responsible for installation, configuration, and
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updating the software. The advantage is that a contact with a site administrator
for these activities is not needed. JIMS agent is installed on a single host in the
site (possibly, CE) and runs as a service. This agent has our MBean deployed and
is an access point to the monitoring information collected by OCM-G’s Local
Monitors running on site’s WNs. Using the JIMS infrastructure the data from
all sites can be supplied to RTD. In order to facilitate a client’s interaction with
JIMS, there has been added a possibility to access all discovered agents using a
single connection. Earlier, to find the address of an agent, a client had to con-
nect to the Discovery Service first. Then, when the client obtained the address,
it could connect to an agent directly. Now, all agents provide the Discovery Ser-
vice and have an ability to forward a client request to other discovered agents.
Thus, using a single connection with a chosen agent, a client can also interact
with other agents. This makes easier gathering monitoring information from all
the sites involved in the HEP application.

Figure 4 presents an overview of OCM-G and JIMS components and relation-
ships between them. In one site its components are shown in details while in the
two remaining ones the details are hidden. The RTD is connected to a JIMS agent.
This agent serves as a JIMS Gateway for the site so it is accessible from outside.
The agent also provides Discovery Service and owing to this the RTD can access
other JIMS agents in the other sites. Within the depicted JIMS agent, there can
be seen two MBeans. Our MBean is connected with the OCM-G system and there
are OCM-G’s monitors on the worker nodes where PTs are running.

The information provided by the OCM-G MBean can be accessed in different
ways, e.g. through e.g. JIMS GUI. In Figure 5 a GUI, called JIMS Manager is

Fig. 5. OCM-G MBean in the JIMS Manager window
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shown. On the left top panel (Grids and Clusters) there is a list of known JIMS
agents which were specified in a configuration file. With selecting one of these
agents we can start a process of finding other ones that will be shown on the left
bottom panel (Worker Nodes). In the figure, on the left, there is an open tab
for a one of the discovered agents. A list of MBeans the agent runs is presented.
Once the OCM-G’s MBean is selected, on the right there are shown our MBean’s
operations.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

The solution for middleware support, in particular, this related to monitoring
functionality, presented in this paper was designed for the HEP event process-
ing problem, which poses some rigorous time requirements for data processing.
Usually, large delays in the event processing end up in the overloading of the
queues holding the data coming from the trigger.

In this paper we focused on the requirements for monitoring support for Real
Time Dispatcher in choosing proper remote Processing Tasks for performing
computations within the High Energy Physics application explored as a pilot
application in the int.eu.grid project. The designed monitoring strategy and
the idea of how we had integrated OCM-G monitoring system into the JIMS
infrastructure for the monitoring of the HEP application were shown.

At the moment, a working version of our solution is tested with RTD and
remote PTs. In the future we intend to improve the reliability of OCM-G by an
elimination of Main Service Manager component. This component is important
when OCM-G is used independently on the Grid. It gathers monitoring informa-
tion coming form all Site Service Managers (one per site). In our scenario, we’ve
got one OCM-G system per site so the Main Service Manager is not needed and
the Site Service Manager should be accessed by a client (OCM-G MBean) di-
rectly. Our further focus will be on the comparative study of the functionality of
the monitoring infrastructure under discussion and similar systems, which will
involve experiments with MonALISA [11], a distributed, auto-configuring and
auto-deploying monitoring system that can provide quasi-real-time information
about huge number of nodes. This will also enable us to study the scalability of
of our monitoring system.
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